MHC restriction is a fundamental tenet of T cell biology, but the underlying mechanisms have remained controversial. The extent to which T cell receptors are biased towards MHC proteins in particular has been widely discussed. In a recent paper, Sharon et al. report direct evidence for coevolution between TCR and MHC genes, helping explain how MHC compatibility and bias can be encoded within T cell receptors.
MHC restriction is a fundamental tenet of T cell biology, yet how a single receptor simultaneously engages both self (MHC protein) and non-self (peptide) remains a topic of considerable discussion. The parameters of this are whether MHC restriction is a result of an intrinsic bias between TCRs and MHC proteins, or whether it is a functional consequence of T cell selection or signaling mechanisms. Over the past decade, much research has been performed investigating these two extremes and possibilities in between. Structures of TCRpeptide/MHC complexes revealed that TCRs often -although not exclusively -align their germline-encoded loops alongside the MHC protein and their hypervariable loops along the peptide. This alignment, whereby the most diverse portion of the receptor tends to be paired with the most diverse portion of the ligand, could be compatible with MHC restriction emerging from an intrinsic physical bias between TCR and MHC genes. Indeed, Garcia and colleagues noted in the late 2000s that multiple structures with TCRs and mouse class II MHC proteins showed similar patterns of contacts between germline-encoded loops and MHC α helices [1] , mutation of which impaired TCR binding or T cell development in mice [2] .
On the other hand, the structural alignment could result from biological mechanisms that ensure "proper" binding, perhaps to ensure peptides are appropriately sampled by hypervariable loops, the TCR is able to signal, and/or co-receptor is able to engage the TCRpeptide/MHC complex [3] . Moreover, with the accumulation of more structures, it has become apparent that although patterns of TCR-MHC interactions can be conserved, there are no conserved TCR-MHC contacts at the atomic level, even with TCRs that share the same variable domains [4] . In one case, the same TCR shifts dramatically over the same MHC when the peptide is altered, altering the patterns of TCR-MHC interactions [5] . Singer and colleagues have shown that in MHC-deficient mice TCRs can bind other targets [6] . More recently, Rossjohn and colleagues identified TCRs that bound with "reverse" polarity [7, 8] . In this case, portions of an MHC molecule that are usually bound by one TCR chain interact with the other chain of the TCR.
Although some of the structural variances noted above had been previously predicted [9] , what has been lacking is a concrete demonstration of actual linkage between TCRs and MHC genes. Given the highly polymorphic nature of the MHC, an intrinsic bias should result in genetic links with TCRs. The recent studies of Sharon et al. published in Nature Genetics provide evidence for this link [10] . Using expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) analysis, the authors show linkage between multiple MHC and TCR genes. The signals are strongest for class II MHC proteins, and some of the signals map to polymorphic sites that contact the germline regions of the receptor in TCR structures with class II MHC/peptide complexes (Figure 1 ). The work therefore provides a significant piece of data that has until now been missing -TCR genes do indeed appear to have co-evolved with MHC proteins. The convergence with structural data strongly suggests that at least one of the underlying reasons is to ensure that the repertoire of TCR genes is compatible with polymorphic MHC proteins.
How best to reconcile this new data with the wide structural variances seen in TCRpeptide/MHC complexes and the fact that TCRs can bind targets other than MHC proteins? With >10 18 theoretically possible TCRs, it is not difficult to imagine that some TCRs would bind in an unusual manner, or bind non-MHC targets. Perhaps the answer is found in the word compatible and the fact that a bias does not necessarily reflect a hard-wired necessity.
Blevins and colleagues showed that TCRs binding to the common class I MHC protein HLA-A*0201 must counteract a positive charge cluster on the MHC α1 helix that is almost unique to A*0201 [11] . TCRs use negative charges in germline loops to do this, but can do so in a variety of ways. Yet Blevins et al. showed that the capacity to offset charges on A*0201 is built-in to human TCR genes -an evolved compatibility. If this were absent, TCRs would be required to offset the charges in other ways, limiting the number of TCRs that could engage A*0201 and thus the range of peptide antigens that could be recognized. The fact this does not happen leads to an intrinsic bias between TCRs and A*0201 by definition. Similar features of evolved compatibility, with ranges of compatibility and strengths of interatomic "glue" likely exist elsewhere between TCR and MHC proteins, contributing to the genetic linkage detected by Sharon et al. [10] .
While the detection of a TCR-MHC genetic linkage provides a concrete step forward in understanding MHC restriction, several questions remain to be addressed. For example, how does an evolutionarily-driven compatibility influence positive and negative selection of thymocytes? Is a bias in the intact αβ TCR already manifest in the pre-TCR stage, when all thymocytes express the same pre-TCR-α chain [12] ? Does a genetic bias influence initial affinity and bond lifetimes to set in motion the TCR signaling mechanisms and the inherent cross-reactivity of T cells [13, 14] ? How do biases contribute to autoimmunity, and can transplantation across MHC barriers, for example after reconstitution with allogeneic hematopoietic stem cells, "break" their influence? Are co-evolved regions targets for biochemical manipulation for improving designer T cells? Lastly, how does a bias integrate with other biophysical parameters to generate not only a wide range of structural solutions but also unique effector functions associated with T cell activation? Understanding these questions and TCR-MHC recognition strategies in general will allow greater insight into immune function and influence progress in areas such as autoimmunity, graft rejection, and anti-tumor immunity.
Figure 1. Molecular Interactions between MHC and TCR
Structural overview of the complex between the class II MHC protein HLA-DR4 and the αβ TCR HA1.7 as presented in [15] , highlighting the polymorphic position 77 in the DRβ chain and the interactions it forms with germline residues of the CDR1α and CDR2α germline loops in the HA1.7 TCR. The identify of position 77β co-varies with TCR genes as shown in Sharon et al. [10] .
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